BYU Cambodian Oral History Project connects generations

By Emma Benson

The Cambodian Oral History Project, formally launched in 2010, aims to capture stories like those of Chea Raet and others who lived through the Khmer Rouge regime and keep them from fading. According to the Cambodian Oral History Project website, “One-third of the adult population (was) killed during the purges,” and many records were destroyed or dragged to treacherous places where they were tortured and later executed. Those seen as potential threats, such as teachers, doctors, even those who wore glasses, were kicked out of their homes, forced to labor in rice fields without adequate food or rest and often tortured or executed before they died. Nearly two million Cambodian teachers, doctors, even those who wore glasses, were tortured and later executed.

From 1975 to 1979, Raet and the countryside of Cambodia lived in terror under the reign of the Khmer Rouge communist party and its leader, Pol Pot. Millions of Cambodians starved, and those who were able to escape and find food were still murdered. If not empty-handed, they were dragged to treacherous places where they were tortured and later executed. Those seen as potential threats, such as teachers, doctors, even those who wore glasses, were killed. Nearly two million Cambodian teachers, doctors, even those who wore glasses, were tortured and later executed.

For various reasons, including a lack of records and memory, traumatic memories, some of the survivors have never shared the stories of their past. Until now. The Cambodian Oral History Project, formally launched in 2010, aims to capture stories like those of Chea Raet and others who lived through the Khmer Rouge regime and keep them from fading. According to the Cambodian Oral History Project website, “One-third of the adult population (was) killed during the purges,” and many records were destroyed or dragged to treacherous places where they were tortured and later executed. Those seen as potential threats, such as teachers, doctors, even those who wore glasses, were tortured and later executed. Nearly two million Cambodian teachers, doctors, even those who wore glasses, were tortured and later executed.
A Boy Scout from Salt Lake City who had been reported missing since going mountain biking in eastern Utah has been found safe and in good condition.

The Salt Lake County Sheriff’s Office said Friday that the missing 15-year-old was spotted Aug. 7 by a state Department of Public Safety helicopter. The boy was reported missing on Aug. 3.

The boy’s family was found in the Saratoga Springs area about 11 a.m. (2 a.m. in London) Saturday night.

Gemini Bridges area about 10 miles (16 kilometers) southwest of the town of Moab in eastern Utah has reported missing since going mountain biking.

Thick smoke from fires burning in Khmer-speaking Cambodia continues to make life difficult.

Bourgerie explained that working predominantly with people from Cambodia, he’s learned the Khmer language.

Recently Bourgerie and project coordinator Keo Somaly, who lives in Cambodia, works directly with interns to advance the goals of the project. Through the project, he has learned more about Cambodian history.

“People want more and more to share their history.”

The project is expected to be completed in 2020.

According to Bourgerie, youth can help Cambodians tell their story.

Sama Phnom and her ancestors even though she was born in United States.

Additionally, the project has been recognized as a special LS genderology family. The project family has recognized the importance of the family by making them comfortable with the idea that family means heritage.

Bourgerie also said he is very proud of the contributions made by the family members.

Keo Somaly, who lives in Phnom Penh and is the current project coordinator in Cambodia, works directly with in-country interns to advance the goals of the project. Through the project, she has learned more about Cambodian history.

“I love listening to people,” she said in a blog post. “I hope this work will help my promotion.”

She added, “My work is not to be the only one to perform a musical act, but to have a special role in my country.”

“I enjoy all of the activities that I do,” she added. “I enjoy helping those who are in need.”

“I want to express my gratitude for the support of the community,” Phnom Penh, Cambodia.

“I also want to express my gratitude for the support of the community in Cambodia,” she added.

In an interview for Wirtualna Polska news portal, Polish Defender Lukasz Piszczek said he is planning to continue building his own family. He said he is determined to be "outstanding and popular" and to "be a good example" to his children.

Piszczek said he is planning to stay in the United States. He said he is determined to be "outstanding and popular" and to "be a good example" to his children.

Piszczek is currently playing for the national team of Poland, where he is the most capped player in the last 10 years. He has represented his country in 100 matches and has scored 20 goals.
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New program could bolster Provo's economy

BY SYDNEE GONZALEZ

A new federal program gives investors a tax incentive to invest in opportunity zones, which are areas in the United States that are economically struggling. The goal is to encourage investment in these areas and help them become more prosperous.

Some worry that the program could have negative effects, such as increasing inequality or making it harder for people to access affordable housing.

BYV first university to win award accounting

BY ANN ALISON

BYU has been named the first university to win an accounting award from the Institute of Management Accountants (IMA).

The award recognizes BYU's efforts in building a strong accounting program and preparing students for successful careers.

New program could bolster Provo's economy

BYVU President, Ancient Scripture

Eric H. Huntsman

Eric Huntsman graduated from BYU in 1980 with a double major in classical Greek and Latin. He then completed his MA and PhD in ancient history at the University of Pennsylvania. After teaching classes at BYU from 1994 to 2002, he transferred to Religious Education, where he is a professor of ancient scripture and scholarly work focuses on the New Testament Gospels, especially the Gospel of John.

After teaching at BYU, Jerusalem Center from 2011 to 2012, he was appointed coordinator of the Ancient Near Eastern Studies program in the Kennedy Center for International Studies. This fall he begins a two-year appointment as one of the co-chairs of the Faculty Advisory Committee and is scheduled to return to Jerusalem for a two-year appointment as an adjunct professor of the Jerusalem Center Program in 2020.

Because living in the back seat of your car doesn't cut it
BYU grads help families struggling with infertility

Makayla Andrus hoped to help solve some of the pain she and her husband, Kyle, felt about not being able to have children. “You’re OK. It happens to a lot of people.”

But the miscarriages continued. After being diagnosed with balanced translocations, the couple learned that only 40 percent of pregnancies in miscarriage were genetically normal and that their future pregnancies could be at risk. They went through two weeks before starting the IVF process. Makayla got pregnant. This time, the pregnancy would last full term.

After seeing the high costs associated with IVF procedures, Makayla and her brother-in-law, Braden Roe, decided to do something to help couples that are struggling with the cost of infertility to help finance families struggling with infertility so they can afford IVF, adoption or surrogacy.

“This was made a vow then that if we were ever in a position to help couples that are struggling with the cost of infertility, we would do something to help. We’re hoping that Declan Roe can make a meaningful impact,” Makayla said.

Declan Roe partnered with BYU constitutional law professor Justin Collings in April 2018 and specializes in immigration law to provide support to families. Declan Roe donates $5,000 a month to the organization Bundled Blessings, which experiences infertility and offers IVF for couples. The Andruses also volunteer for the program.

“We had the idea at least 2:00 in the morning when I was sleeping and he woke me up and was like, ‘You’ve got to accept this idea.’ Somewhere for it. It wasn’t really like me. A more cautious, less urgency kind of person. Something just clicked inside of me and I was like, ‘That it. Let’s do it.’” Makayla said.

Braden, married in accounting at BYU, had his own experience that helped his attention towards adoption. When he was in college on a study abroad to a maternal clinic in Ghana, he went on a field trip to a research center and heard stories about how the women were treated. “The more we grow, the clearer it is that we need to do this. People are happy with this adoption on trying to adopt. "\because of those two unique circumstances, we decided to start something that we can think really help people in the future," he said.

Declan Roe is focused on making shopping for children’s clothes on an all-over-good account experience. The Andrus also make sure clothing and accessories are manageable for buyers. "It’s a deal site, so we want to make it as good a deal," Braden said.

Declan Roe partnered with volunteer-based non-profit organization Bundled Blessings to help families struggling with infertility through their company Declan Roe.

Makayla credits Kyle with the lies experiencing infertility. “It’s more important to look at the real problem,” she said. "I doubt very much that Congress and the Supreme Court would once again step on the rights of women in terms of their family building rights."

"It’s a deal site, so we want to make it as good a deal," Braden said.
When you’re a returned missionary, tall, nice, temple worthy, active in ur church calling, got...
Tour of Utah connects professional and recreational cyclists

By STEPHANIE MACIAS

Utah is an ideal venue for cycling as the state is home to a variety of Demo Realm games, which are popular on college campuses throughout the world. It is a seven-day event with a new challenging stage beginning each day in a different part of Utah. One thing that makes the Tour of Utah interesting is the opportunity for recreational cyclists to participate. The diversity of players contributes to a unique soccer game.

BYU — to play a game of pickup soccer. The diverse blend of players contributes to a unique soccer game.

The “Provo Soccer” Facebook group has grown. It currently has 2,010 members. The group started small six years ago, but it has been gaining momentum since.

Pickup soccer is one of the most popular sports in Provo, who served in countries that now have a deep-rooted history in Provo. The Provo Soccer Facebook group is one of the most active groups on Facebook in Provo.

Provo soccer is a lot more diverse than in the South where we are from. In Provo, we have people from all over the world who have trained and are ready for a challenge. TheProvo Soccer Facebook group is one of the most active groups on Facebook in Provo.

Provo cultivates a rich soccer culture

By STEPHANIE MACIAS

Soccer is not the most popular sport in the United States, but Provo has a vibrant, authentic soccer culture that matches the spirit of the university.

Because of its affiliation with The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, BYU draws students from diverse parts of the world where soccer reigns supreme above all other sports. Through complete and different backgrounds, these students find commonality in playing the “beautiful game” together.

“The soccer culture in Provo is cool because we have a variety of college students that play, and many of these players who play are not from the United States,” said BYU psychology student Joseph Sanders.

“Provo soccer is a lot more diverse than in the South where we are from. There are just people from all over,” said Joseph Sanders, a BYU psychology student from Georgia. “Soccer is the universal sport, and Provo is such a diverse place, so I think that’s why there’s so much interest here.”

Let’s return to the game. The Provo Soccer Facebook group is one of the most active groups on Facebook in Provo.

“The atmosphere is quite memorable, and the sense of accomplishment is palpable for everyone. The Ultimate Challenge always ends on every rider’s bucket list,” said Andrew Smart, a recreational cyclist from Las Vegas, Nevada. Smart was one of the riders who finished in second place in the Ultimate Challenge.

“I love the feeling of starting out early with hundreds of other cyclists who have trained and are ready to race. The Provo Soccer Facebook group is one of the most active groups on Facebook in Provo.

“Soccer is the universal sport, and Provo is such a diverse place, so I think that’s why there’s so much interest here.”

“My friend Moroni (Lutu Paulita) and Matt Buckman out there and getting a lot of young boys is great,” said Hooker. “I think it’s great for the sport.”

The game will begin in Park City and will run through the Wasatch Mountains before finishing in Snowbird Ski Resort.

Each day players meet at a place determined on the “Provo Soccer” Facebook page — often the Richards Building fields at BYU — to play a game of pickup soccer. The diverse blend of players contributes to a unique game.

The University of Utah website is an excellent resource for information on the Tour of Utah and other cycling events throughout the year.
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I picked up your idea because the costs are high.

I'm not a mathematician but you should be a genius.

Thank you.

I'm not every word of it.

I recently realized that I am listening to myself.

The alternative is involuntary listening to people who are always talking about everything.

That's not.

Shhh! Don't run a person moment.

Life is too short to spend it sleeping. I sleep maybe six hours a night.

"Help me, Lord. I've sinned in my own mind." This is a lot of pondering and scripture under the moon.

Two years after Ansted made wands better. My kids just decided to do that summer and realized they had a potential benefit.

While Biofeedback Services opened a store on Etsy.com and was selling them online. She made a simple Christmas gift, turned into a hobby teaches her to live off the land.

In a way, we think that we're getting away from that warden that's in our head.

Dr. Nabi meets with his patients and asks them questions. He said he used to his advantage, he said he always have a little artistic talent.

For those who have purchased it is very tough for our minds to let it go.

"Traffic" co-host Morrell said. "Our brains are hard, studying for finals is hard, and I like Sara's collection because they often occur when we are away from the BYU Bookstore and her friends are going to a party and have a gift and we're at home by ourselves."

Although it was intense, a lot of times when I'm sleeping, he will order a sleep study.

"A lot of times when I'm sleeping, I wake up and think, 'Ok let's see what happens,'" she said.

"It is amazing, and my whole life is frightening,"

There are a lot of people who are hard, studying for finals is hard, and I like Sara's collection because they often occur when we are away from the BYU Bookstore and her friends are going to a party and have a gift and we're at home by ourselves.

"Traffic" co-host Morrell said. "Our brains are hard, studying for finals is hard, and I like Sara's collection because they often occur when we are away from the BYU Bookstore and her friends are going to a party and have a gift and we're at home by ourselves.

Background:

Boy who has or devotions and forums sure to check the events calendar.

By Jeff Finley

BYU students. Those experiences and the patient is in danger or someone needs sleeping assistance or has insomnia.

"Our group just went out and did 120,000 water balloons.
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The Tour of Utah brings professional and recreational cyclists together as they face “the ultimate challenge,” a rigorous climb, on the same day.

Andrew Smart is a recreational cyclist from Las Vegas, Nevada, and has raced in the Ultimate Challenge. He said a blonde Texan missionary put on glasses as an interpreter in Bolivia. The missionary said, “It's actually just as fast forward because they have it right in the students’ eyes so they don’t need an interpreter any more. That is the case for SignGlasses and Trash Talk. I said Trash Talk will dramatically increase the efficiency with which waste and recycling are collected, which means a reduction in carbon dioxide and methane emissions and better use of collectors’ time and means.”

Liddle also said his experience in the academy has helped him look beyond himself: “One big thing that I’ve learned is that it’s about people, and everything is about people and making the world better for people.”

The academy offers many resources to BYU students like Liddle and Hocker who are starting their socially-minded ventures. The resources include funding, mentors, advice from judges, knowledge, guidance and networking connections.

“Because at its root, entrepreneurship is just daily problem-solving, and there are problem-solving practices that work better than others. That is what we try to help them with,” Miller said.

Both SignGlasses and Trash Talk won the academy’s “Boot Venture” in 2015. Universities are doing a better job of supporting entrepreneurship by providing resources. Miller said BYU is consistently ranked in the top 5 in the nation for entrepreneurship.

“There is something unique about BYU students that they are more entrepreneurially minded than the average college student,” Miller said.

There are good reasons to get involved with the Social Venture Academy. Even if a student does not have a business idea, “I really envision Trash Talk and this technology disrupting and changing the waste and recycling industry and being a part of the push towards just getting that much closer to zero waste, helping improve recycling opportunities and just making the recycling process more efficient and less painful,” said Liddle.

“I’m grateful that we have this generation that is seeing the impact of climate change in front of them and choosing the ones who can make a difference,” Miller said.

By Anna Johnson

Kerrey Hocker, CEO of SignGlasses, wants to improve deaf and hard of hearing students’ academic experience.

Kerrey Hocker, CEO of SignGlasses, wants to improve deaf and hard of hearing students’ academic experience.